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Zr salt of dibutyl phosphoric acid (ZS HDBP) dissolved in diluted TBP is proposed
as a solvent for separation of TPE and REE from high-level waste, in particular, from
the raffinate generated by NPP spent fuel reprocessing. Extraction of TPE, REE
(including Y), as well as that of Mo and Fe by zirconium salt of dibutyl phosphoric acid
(ZS HDBP) has been investigated, and infrared spectra of the solvent were also taken.
The experimental data were used for description of ZS HDBP structure.

Composition of the complexes, formed in the solvent phase during extraction of
REE by ZS HDBP, was determined as a function of aqueous concentration of nitric acid
and solvent concentrations of ZS HDBP and extracted metals. Method of mathematical
modelling made it possible to find out the contributions of different extraction
mechanisms for all REE, as well as for Am and Cm, forming complexes of Ln(DBP)3
and LnNO3(DBP)2 type. At extraction of Ce, Eu and Am by ZS HDBP, presence of TBP
in the solvent, independent of the used diluent of the solvent, leads to reduction of
distribution coefficients, but ZS HDBP extraction capacity on the above elements is
added by the amount, which is significantly higher than the amount extracted by TBP
itself. Solubility of complexes has been studied as well.

Mo extraction by HDBP is also improved in the presence of Zr, the maximum
distribution coefficient corresponding to molar ratio HDBP:Zr = 13,5. Extraction from
nitric acid solutions with the use of ZS HDBP solutions in TBP is characterised with a
minimum of distribution coefficient at HNO3 concentration of 2.5 M, the depth of the
minimum depending on TBP concentration. It evidences that the mechanism of Mo
extraction is based both on cation exchange and on Mo solvation. Stripping of Mo can
be performed by a salt-free complexant: hydrogen peroxide, acetohydroxamic and
oxalic acids.

Iron is extracted also with the minimum of distribution coefficient at the same level
and acidity as Mo. The precipitation-free region is determined. Iron can be stripped by
oxalic acid along with Zr.

The experimental data has been used in development of a process flowsheet.


